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Let &n (later denoted sn) be the afline Weyl group of type 2, _. , In [6], 
we gave an explicit description of the left cells of g?, which were defined 
by D. Kazhdan and G. Lusztig [2]. In particular, we defined a map ^ 
T: 4, + “y,,,,, where tip,, is the set of all Young tableaux of rank n, in each of 
whose rows the numbers increase from left to right [8, 6.141. Two elements 
of 4, lie in the same left cell if and only if they have the same image under 
i? The map F, when restricted to a certain standard parabolic subgroup Cqn 
of 4, isomorphic to the symmetric group S,, is essentially the Robinson 
Schensted map [S]. Since the map f is defined in quite a roundabout 
way, it is difficult to calculate the image F(Z) from a given element Z E &,,. 
Thus it is desirable to design an algorithm for passing Z to F(Z), just as 
was done for the Robinson-Schensted map [S]. The aim of the present 
paper is to provide such an algorithm. This algorithm is divided into two 
main parts. First we pass from any ZE <c$:, to some generalized tabloid 
X(Z) of rank n in the same left cell of &,, where X(Z) is regarded as some 
subset of 4,. Second we pass X(Z) to T(Z). The latter part of our algo- 
rithm, known as the inserting algorithm on the set %?,;, of all generalized 
tabloids of rank n, was constructed in [6, Sect. 20.23. So actually we need 
only deal with the first part of the algorithm in this paper. This part of the 
algorithm is called the splitting algorithm on 4,. 
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we intro- 
duce the set z,,.“,, 0 < nz _< n, which is a generalization of A$:, as a set (note 
that T,,,,, = &,,). We make a series of definitions related to the set 9,,,, in 
Sections 1 and 2; most of them are the generalization of those originally 
related to &,, such as left cells, left star operations, sign types, and 
generalized tabloids. We restate the inserting algorithm on V,,, in Section 3. 
* I acknowledge NSF support (Grant DMS 8610730) at The Institute for Advanced Study. 
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Then in Section 4, the procedure for passing Z E &,:, to some element of the 
set Pn, which was constructed in [6, Sect. 21, is reformulated and is 
extended to the set TH,,,. This procedure is called the 9&,, procedure on 
3,,,. Section 5 serves as the main theoretic preparation for the construc- 
tion of the splitting algorithm. In that section, we introduce two key 
concepts called separated subsets and separable antichains of ZE 3,,,n, 
where Z is regarded as a partially ordered set. A detailed discussion 
on the properties of these two concepts is given there. Then in Section 6, 
we define the 9&(k) operations on the set e,,., with 1 I ksm -2. The 
separablizing procedure on Pn.,, which comprises a succession of FH,,,(k) 
operations on this element with k chosen at each step, is constructed there. 
This procedure, combined with the E,,,,, procedure on 3,,,,,,, forms the 
main body of the splitting algorithm on .E$; the latter is stated in Section 7. 
1. THE SET ii?,,,,, 
In the present section, we introduce the set z,,,,,,, for 0 < m <n. This is a 
generalization of the affine Weyl group 4, of type A,,- 1 as a set, since -tin 
can be identified with 3Yn = 3’,,,,. A number of definitions for 4,, such as 
left cells, left star operations, and a map 6: J& -+ A,,, are extended to z,“,,.,, 
where A,, is the set of partitions of n [6]. 
1.1. Let W= ( W, S) be a Coxeter group with S the set of Coxeter 
generators. Let < be the Bruhat order on W and let I(X) be the length 
function on W. For any u’ E W, define Y( M’) = {s E S 1 su’ < M! 1. The preorders 
GL, GLR on W and the associated equivalence relations -L, - I,R on W 
are defined in [2]. The corresponding equivalence classes are called left 
cells and two-sided cells of W, respectively. 
The following results on cells are well known. 
(a) For )V E W and s E S with SM’ > u’, we have SUJ <L M’. If we have 
P(w) $ Y(sw) in addition, then SM’ -L 1~ [Z]. 
(b) Let W be an affine Weyl group. Suppose that two elements y, M 
of W satisfy y mLR 11: andy<,M’. Theny-,M’ [4]. 
1.2. For n > 0, let A,, be the set of all partitions of n; i.e., /i,, = 
{j/l,? ...~j~,jl&~N, l<i~r;~:;=,i.~=n}.Inii,,, wesaythataparti- 
tion p= {p, 2 . . . >p,} isthedualofapartitionA={i,> ... 2R,}, iffor 
1 < id m, pi is the number of parts /lj, 1 I j < r, satisfying ij 2 i. 
For I= {I., 2 . . . 
IIf:=, j"j2Ci=, P, 
21,) and I*= (~~2 2~~) in A,,, we write i&p if 
f or all ig 1 with the convention that j+,, = krl = 0 for 
p>r, q>m. 
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1.3. Let P be a finite partially ordered set. An antichain is a subset of 
two by two incomparable elements of P. A chain is a subset which is totally 
ordered by the induced order of P. A k-chain family (resp. k-antichain 
family) is a subset of P which is a union of k chains (resp. k antichains). 
We denote by cR(P) (resp. a,(P)) the maximal cardinal of k-chain families 
(resp. k-antichain families) of the partially ordered set P. 
1.4. THEOREM [l]. Let P be a finite partially ordered set with n 
elements. Let q (resp. p) be the length of the largest chain (resp. antichain) 
of P. We define the numbers i,(p)==c,(P)-ci-,(P) and pi(P)= 
a, (P) - a, _ ,(P) with the convention that c,,(P) = a,(P) = 0. Then we have 
(a) i.,(P)2 ... 2i,(P); 
(b) P,(P)> ... 2c1JJ’); 
(c) the partitions defined by (a) and (b) are conjugate, where we say 
that two partitions are corzjugate if one is the dual of the other (see 1.2). 
Wedenotethepartitions {E.,(P)2 . ..>I.(P)}and {pL1(P)~ . ..2p.(P)} 
in the above theorem by A(P) and p(P), respectively. 
1.5. For any integer n > 0, we denote [n] = { 1, 2, . . . . n}. Let iH i be the 
natural map from the integer set Z to the residue class set Z/nZ. We iden- 
tify i with its representative in [n] for any ie Z when n is fixed; e.g., when 
n = 10, we regard i-? and 7 as the same. 
1.6. From now on, we always assume that the integer n > 0 is fixed and 
then the notation i for iEZ (see 1.5) has its definite meaning. For any m, 
O<m In, let F?,,, be the set of all symbols [a,, az, . . . . am]n with aiE 7, 
1 I I urn, such that Ui # 5, for any i#j in [m] module the relation 
generated by 
Cal, a2, . . . . an,ln - [a,, a3, . . . . a,,, a, + nl,,. 
For example, in SY12” ,, we have 
[4, -1, 5, 7,0, 18, -4-J,,= C-1, 5, 7,0, 18, -4, 14],0 
= C-14,4, -1, 5, 7,0, 18-J,,. 
Thus an element of T,,,,., is determined by an expression of the form 
Ca 1, ..., anilri up to shifting. 
Later we often use the terminology “an expression Z = [al, . . . . a,],, for 
z E T,,,,” to indicate an element Z of 9,,,, with the specific expression 
[a,, . . . . amIn, not just with an expression up to shifting. Also, we always 
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assume the inequality 0 <m <n whenever the notation Y,,,,, is used. In 
particular, we denote .$Y,?,,, simply by T,“,,. 
1.7. For any Z= [a,, . . . . Q,,~],,E!,?~,,,, we write ii,Gz(2, for 1 Ii, jlm, 
if either a, - ai > n or 0 I aj - a, < n with i 2 j. Note that this definition is 
independent of the choice of an expression for Z. This defines a partial 
order Gz on the set (a, 1 1 < i I m} c [n] determined by the element Z. By 
abuse of terminology, we often denote this partially ordered set 
{ai1 1 I i<m} simply by Z when there is no danger of confusion in the 
context. The terminology “a chain (resp. an antichain) of Z” stands for a 
chain (resp. an antichain) of this partially ordered set and used later quite 
often. Clearly, a set iti,, 1 1 s j I r, i, < . < i,) is an antichain of Z if and 
only if cl;, <a,? < ... < uj,<ui, + n. For any subsequence jl, jz, . . . . j,. of 
1, 2, . . . . m, we have Z’ = [a,, , u,~, .. . . u,],,ES,,,~. A subset of {a,,] 11lsr) is 
a chain (resp. an antichain) of Z’ if and only if it is a chain (resp. an 
antichain) of 2. Thus the partially ordered set Z’ can be regarded as a 
subset of Z with the induced partial order. 
1.8. EXAMPLE. Let Z = [4, - 1, 5, 7, 0, 18, -41 1o E Y,(),, . Then the 
partially ordered set Z can be pictured as 
/I\ 
‘;\‘,\ /7 
9 10 
\/ 
6 
(1.8.1) 
where for two vertices labelled i, j, we have i cz j if and only if there exists 
a downward path from j to i. Thus 14, 5,7}, {5,7,9}, and (9, lo} are 
antichains of Z. The corresponding partitions i(Z) and p(Z) are 
14 2 2 2 1 } and { 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 }, respectively (see Theorem 1.4). 
1.9. Given Z= [u,, a,, . . . . urnln and Z’ = [a;, ai, . . . . a;,],, in T,:,,,,, we 
say that the partially ordered sets Z and Z’ are isomorphic, if there exists 
a permutation cp on 1, 2, . . . . m such that for 1 < i, j I m, we have 
If we have 5, = a;,,, for 1 < i<m in addition, then we say that Z and Z’ 
are strongly isomorphic. 
Clearly, if Z and Z’ are isomorphic then J.(Z) = i.(Z’) and p(Z) = p(Z’) 
(see Theorem 1.4). 
4x1 ‘139’2-7 
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1.10. Let sJ~= { w:.Z+ZJ(i+n)w=(i)w+n for FEZ; x:=1 (j)w= 
x7=, j>. Then z& is a group of permutations on Z under the usual com- 
position, which is isomorphic to the aftine Weyl group of type A”,, , _ As a 
Coxeter group, the set S of its Coxeter generators consists of si, 1 I i I n, 
where 
r 
t if i#i,z+l, 
(t)s,= t-l if i=z+l, 
t+l if t=i 
for teZ (see 1.5, 1.6). The order o(sis,) of the product s,sj satisfies 
1 if i= j, 
O(SjSi) = 2 if i#j, If 1, 
3 if i=,/+l. 
Each w E 4, can also be identified with the affme matrix (u~~)~,,~~ with 
1 if j= (i)w, 
a,, = 0 otherwise. 
The above statement for S$ can be found in [6, Chap. 41. 
1.11. There is a map from J& to 9m which sends w E ,aZ,,, to S?‘w = 
[( 1) w, (2) w, . . . . (n) w]~. It is easily shown that for any ZE Tn, there exists 
a unique expression of Z, say Z = [a,, . . . . a,],,, satisfying C:‘= r ai = C:= r i. 
This implies that the above map is bijective and so we can identify w E SB, 
with the corresponding Z,v~ 9,4,. From now on, we always regard the 
elements of SYU as those of S$ and replace the notation &,, by Tn. 
1.12. Recall that in [6, Definition 5.141, we associated to any MI E S?,* a 
partition 6(w) of n in terms of k-antichain families in the entry set of 
the matrix form of w. By the definition, we see that 6(w) =n(Z,,.) (see 
Theorem 1.4). To be consistent with the notation in [6], we replace ,U by 
6 for the map from 9’,,,,, to A,. 
The following theorem reformulates a result due to G. Lusztig and the 
author. 
1.13. THEOREM [3; 6, Theorem 17.41. For any 2. E A,, the inverse image 
C’(A) is a two-sided cell of ZT,,. In other words, the map 6 : %“, + A,, induces 
a hijection from the set of the two-sided cells of Z& to the set A,,. 
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1.14. Given Z= [a,, . . . . u,,],~E.C&, let 
z,= CaI,...,a,- L~“~+~~ui~ui+2~~~~~unln 
’ i 
for lIi<n, 
C~,--n,~2,‘..,~,,-,,~,+~1,, for i=n. 
Then Z,, 1 I i I n, are all in T”,, and each of them is obtained from Z by 
left multiplying some s E S. Moreover, if either ui < a,, l with 1 < i <n or 
a,, < a, + n with i = n then Zi > Z (the Bruhat order on T,,), Zj < [, Z, and 
6(Z) 2 S(Z;) (see 1.1(a), 1.2, and [6, Proposition 5.151). 
1.15. The above results can be extended to the case where T,, is 
replaced by z,,,,. Given Z = [a,, . . . . a,],, E T,,,.,, let 
C”~~~~~~aj-~~u~+l~ai~ui+2~~~~~u~~l~~ for lIi<m, 
C~,n-~,u2,~3,...,~m-1,~,+~Ir, for i=m. 
We say that an element Z’ of T,,,,,, is obtained by an LA4 operation on 
ZifZ’=Zifor some i, l<ilm. 
Let us record the following result for later use. 
1.16. LEMMA. Let Z, Zi, 1 pi I m, he the expressions in S?n,wI dtfined us 
in 1.15. 
(a) Z’ either ui < u, + , with 1 I i < m or a, <a, + n with i = m, then 
S(Z) 2 S(Zi). 
(b) If either /a,-u,+,l >n with l<i<m or la,,--a,-nl>n with 
i = m, then 6(Z) = S(Z,). 
Proof: Result (a) follows by imitating the proof in the case m = n (see 
[6, Lemma 5.53). Under the assumption of (b), we see that the partially 
ordered sets Z and Z, are strongly isomorphic and hence 6(Z) = S(Z,) 
(see 1.7, 1.9). 1 
1.17. For any ZC [n] with m= 111, let 2,4,.,(Z) be the set of all Z= 
Ca 1 , . ..> %ln E =fLn with I= {till 1 ~llrn} (see 1.5, 1.6). Then !,?,,,(I) is 
stable under the LA4 operations on z,,,n,. Suppose Z = {i, E [n] 1 1 5 I I m, 
i,<i,< ... <in,}. To each Z=[u ,,..., u,], E Tn.,(Z), we associate an ele- 
ment p,(Z) = [a;, . . . . a;], E Tm as follows. For every I, 1 2 I < m, we write 
a, = q/n + i, for some q,, k E Z with 1 2 k < m. Then we define a; = q,m + k. 
It is clear that the element p,(Z) of %,,, is independent of the choice of an 
expression of Z and so we get a well-defined map p,: T”,,,(Z) -+ %m. We 
can check the following result directly with the definition. 
1.18. PROPOSITION. For any I c [In) tvith )ZI = m, the map 
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pI: T,,,(Z) + 5.!&, is bijective and commutes with the LA4 operations and the 
map 6 in the following sense. 
(a) For an expression Z = [a,, . . . . a,,,],, E 3,,,JZ), let the expression 
P,(Z) = [ai, . . . . aX]n,E3P, be defined as in 1.17. Keeping the notations Z;, 
1 <i<m, in 1.15, let p,(Z), be obtainedfrom pi(Z) in the same way as Z, 
was obtained from Z. Then we have pl(Z,) = p,(Z),. 
(b) For any ZE T,:,.,?,(Z), we have 6(Z) =&p,(Z)). 
1.19. We can also define the length I(Z) of an element ZE?&,(Z) as 
the length of pi(Z) in T,,,. Then in the setup of Lemma 1.16, we have 
l(Z;) = Z(Z) + 1 if and only if either ai< a,+ I with 1 2 i<m or a,,, < a, + n 
with i = m. 
1.20. Given two elements Z, 2’ E z,“,,.,,,, we write Z 6, Z’ if there exists 
a sequence of elements Z, = Z, Z, , . . . . Z,. = Z’ in Yn,,l with r 3 0 such that 
for every i, 1 ( is r, Zj is obtained by an LM operation on Z, ~, and 
6(Zj_ 1) I S(Zi). We write z-L Z’ if Z <L Z’ <,- Z. This is an equivalence 
relation on s,,,“,,,,. The corresponding equivalence classes are called left cells 
of g,,,“,,,,. Note that in the case m = n, the left cells of Y,;, defined above 
coincide with the ones defined by Kazhdan and Lusztig [2] (see 
[S, Theorem 6.221). On the other hand, the following result is immediate 
from 1.17. 
1.21. PROPOSITION. For any Zc [n] with 111 =m, the set Z,,,,,(Z) is a 
union of left cells of zn,,,,. Moreover, the map pI induces a hijection,from the 
set qf left cells of T,,,,n in Y,,.,,(Z) to the set qf left cells of ZT,,,. 
1.22. We define the following operations on Z= [a,, . . . . a,,,],, ET,,,,, 
which are called left star operations. 
(a) ZHZ’= [a,, . . . . a ,-,, a,+,, a,, a,,,, . . . . a,,,],,, 1 <i<m, if either 
(ai-aai+,)(a,+,-a,+,)<0 or (a,-aa,- l)(al+,-a,m,)<O with the con- 
vention that a,, j=a,+n forj=O, 1. 
(b) Z-Z’= [a,H-n,a,, . . . . a,-,, a, +n],,, if either (a, -az) 
(am-n-a,)<0 or (a,+n-aa,-,)(a,--,, ,)<O. 
Note that in the case m = n, the above definition coincides with that in 
[6, Sect. 4.31. 
We write Z -SL Z’ for Z 
ZO=Z, Z,,...,Z,=Z’ink 
Z’E~ ,I.,,1 if there exists a sequence of elements 
,,,m with r 2 0 such that for every i, 1 I il r, Z, 
is obtained by a left star operation on Zip,. This is an equivalence relation 
in 2 n,ln. The corresponding equivalence classes are called SL classes of 
%>,lW. 
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1.23. PROPOSITION. Any SL class K of 3”,, is contained in zn,,(Z) for 
some Zc [n] with 111 = m. Moreover, K is contained in some left cell of LT,,,,. 
In particular, KC 6 ~ ’ (3.) for some i. E A,,, 
ProoJ The first assertion is obvious. Now assume Kc 3H,n,(Z). Then 
the remaining assertion follows from Proposition 1.18 and [6, 
Theorem 1.6.31. 1 
2. SIGN TYPES, GENERALIZED TABLOIDS, AND YOUNG TABLEAUX 
We extend more concepts and results from 5?,, to 5?,,,,, which is very 
useful later when we construct our algorithm. 
2.1. For a finite set Zc RJ, we define an Z-indexed matrix (A’,),, ,E ,, 
called a sign type of type Z, if {X,j, Xii} c ({ +, - }, (0, o}} and 
xc, 
1 
+ + + 0 - ++oo-+o-o--- 
x,> x,, E ++‘+o’+--‘+--‘+--‘o+‘oo’oo’o-‘o-’ -+’ -+’ -+’ -o’ po’ -- I ’ 
for any i, j, t E I. Thus by definition, two sign types (X,j)i,,t, and (Y,,),,,,, 
with Z, KC N are the same if and only if Z= K and X, = Y,; for any i, Jo 1. 
Let 9, be the set of all sign types of type Z and let 
Note that, in the case I= [n], the definition of a sign type given here is 
slightly different from that in [6, Sect. 7.11 but they are essentially the 
same. So the above definition is a generalization for the sign types of type 
A [6, Sect. 7.11. 
2.2. Given Z= [a,, . . . . anl],l~S,,,,, let I= {a,1 1 Illm}. We associate 
Z to a sign type i(Z) = (X,L,,tl of type I such that for i, j E Z, i cz j if and 
only if X, = + (see 1.7). Then i(Z) is well defined. This defines a map 
i 1 %,m + x,,,, . By imitating the proof of [6, Proposition 7.111, we can 
show that j is surjective. Moreover, for any Zc [n] with III = m, the 
restriction to y,,,,(Z) of the map [ is a surjective map from 2,:,,,(Z) to Y;, 
or equivalently, we have 2,t”,,,,1(Z) = [-‘(Y;). The inverse image of each sign 
type of Z,,, under i is called an ST class of 5?,,,,. We write Z ws7 2’ if two 
elements Z, Z’ of TN,,, are in the same ST class of 5!?,,,. By abuse of ter- 
minology, we identify an ST class of T,,,,,, with its corresponding sign type 
and regard 5$,,, as the set of ST classes of Tn.,,. We see that the partially 
ordered sets Z, Z’ E T,;,, are strongly isomorphic (see 1.9) if and only if 
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they are in the same ST class of ?&,,. Thus all the elements in the same 
ST class X of Tn.,, have the same image under the map 6. So we can define 
a map S: x,,m -+ A, by sending X to this common image. 
2.3. A subset K of 3,,.n, is said to be left connected if any two elements 
of K can be transformed from one to another by a succession of LA4 opera- 
tions inside K. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (a) Any ST class of Tn,,, is left connected. 
(b) Any left ceN of z:,,, is left connected. 
(c) Any ST class qf T,:,,, is contained in some left cell of T,,,n,. 
ProoJ: Result (b) follows directly from the definition (see 1.20). In the 
case m =n, assertions (a) and (c) are known to be true (see [S, 
Theorem 5.7, Corollary 6.251). Then by Propositions 1.18 and 1.21 and by 
the fact that T”,,,(Z) is a union of some ST classes of 3,:,,, for any Zc [n] 
with 111 = m, these assertions in the general case are also true. 1 
2.5. We say that X= (X,),,iE,~cz with Zc N is a Coxeter sign type (or 
a Coxeter ST class regarded as a subset of %“,,,(I) with m = II) and some 
n 3 max{ i / i E I)), if there exists a decomposition of the set Z into a disjoint 
union of subsets, say I= IJL =, Zk, such that for i, Jo Z, X,, = o if and only 
if {i, j} c Zk for some k, 1 I k I t. Clearly, such a decomposition of Z, when 
it exists, is uniquely determined by X up to the numbering of these subsets. 
Let 52, be the set of all Coxeter sign types of type I and let 
s;z I,, I,, = u Q, for O<m<n. 
Ic [n] 
)/I = m 
2.6. Suppose that X= (Xil)i,,E, E 52, determines a decomposition I= 
lJk=, Zk, as in 2.5. For h #k in [t], it can be shown that X,=X,.,. for any 
i, i’ E I,, and j, j’ E Zk (see [6, Lemma 19.1.1 I). This enables. us to define a 
total order on the set { Zk 1 1 I k I t } determined by X; i.e., for h, k E [t] 
and any i E Zh, j E Z,, we define 
I, = z, if h = k, 
Zh < Zk x 
if X,, = + , 
1,’ z!i x 
if X,, = - 
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Such an order is well defined by the above observation. By properly 
numbering I,, 1 5 k 5 t, we may assume 
II < I, < “. < I,. 
X X X 
2.7. For any Zc N, we define a generalized tabloid Y of type I to be an 
array of the numbers of I into ordered columns, written Y = (Y,, . . . . Y,), 
each of these columns Y, being regarded as a non-empty subset of I. Let 
%‘, be the set of all generalized tabloids of type I. For 0 < m 2 n, let 
%l.1?1 = u WI 
f,;=C” m 
and let @,,, = {(Y,, . . . . Y,) E %?,,,,, 1 /Y, 1 2 . 2 ( Y,I }. An element of @,,,, is 
called a tabloid. We denote 5$,, and G?,,.,! simply by ‘%?,Z and 4, respectively. 
In [6, Proposition 19.4.81, the author defined a map p: ZZn -+ gH which 
induces a bijection from the set of all left cells of ZZ?~ to the set @,,. (Note 
that in [6], ‘#fl and @?,, are denoted by @ and %?, respectively.) 
2.8. Let XEQ, with I= lJl.=, I, and I, cx... cxI, be as in 2.6. We 
define a generalized tabloid t(X) whose Ith column is I1 for 1 I I< t, 
written t(X)= (I,, I,, . . . . I,). Thus XH t(X) is a map from Q, to ‘Z,, 
which is obviously bijective. Under this map, we can identify any Coxeter 
sign type of Y; (or equivalently, any Coxeter ST class of Zn,,(I) for some 
n 2 max{ iI i E I}) with its corresponding generalized tabloid. Thus the sets 
Q, and Ce, will be identified. 
2.9. Let g,, be the set of all Young tableaux of rank n in each of whose 
rows the numbers increase from left to right (see [6, Sect. 1.71 for the 
definition of a Young tableau). To each tabloid X= (X,, . . . . X,) E@~, we 
associate some 2~ tg,, such that X, is the set of all the numbers in the Ith 
row of 2 for 1 I 15 t. The map X H w is bijective from @,, to OY, and so we 
can identify X E @?n with 2~ $ under this map. Thus we get a map 3,, -+ oy,, 
from the map F: 3,, -+ @,, under this identification, which is denoted again 
by f. 
2.10. Let A,= {(.x1 ,..., x,)(x~EF+J, 1 li<t;C:=,x,=m}, m>O. For 
any X=(X, ,..., X,)E%?, with 111 =m, we define f,(X)=(lX,l,..., 1X,1). 
Then f,(X) E ii,. This defines a map,f,: V, -+ A,,, which is clearly surjective. 
Let 
.fn,m = LI .fi: %I,.,, + T?, for O-cmln. 
Ic Cnl 
III =,ll 
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For x=(x,, . ..., T,)E;~,, let i,, . . . . i, be a permutation of 1, 2, . . . . t with 
x,, 2 . . . 2 xi,. Then for any ST class X of Tn., contained in f,;,:(x) (note 
that by our identification, we have % ,,,,,, = Q ,,,,,, c cy ,,,,,, q,,, is regarded as 
the set of all ST classes of T,“,,,,,), we have 8(X) = {x,, 2 . . . 2 x,,} (see 2.2). 
It is easily shown from [6, Lemma 19.4.61, Propositions 2.4, and 1.21 that 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let X and Y he two Coveter ST classes of T,!,,, 
(hence A’, YE gn,*) withf,,,(X) = ,I;,.,,( Y). Then X and Y are in the same left 
cell of 2,,,, fund only if X= Y. 
3. THE INSERTING ALGORITHM ON %$ 
3.1. In [6, Chap. 201, the author constructed an algorithm for passing 
from any generalized tabloid of V,:, to some tabloid of @,, (and hence to 
some Young tableau of G$ under the identification of G& with g,, in 2.9) in 
the same left cell of %n (note that both ??,, and @,, are regarded as the sets 
of certain ST classes of s,,), called the inserting algorithm on %,,. We state 
this algorithm in the present section. 
3.2. We arrange n numbers 1, 2, . . . . n on a circle such that t + 1 is 
the successor of t, 1 I t < n, and 1 is the successor of n in the clockwise 
direction. Such a circle is called an n circle. 
For example, the following circle is the 7 circle: 
5 6 
(3.2.1) 
2 
For .X # y in [n], we denote by -6 the arc of the n circle which, starting 
with x and moving clockwise, ends with y. For Mc [n], let M.,,. be the set 
of all numbers of M on x7. In (3.2.1), let M= { 1, 2, 3, 4, 6}, .x = 2, and 
y=5ThenM,,={2,3,4}andM,.={1,2,6}. 
3.3. Let A’= {xi11 <j<t,x, < ... <x,} and Y= {y,ll 5 jlr, 
y, < ... <y,} be two subsets of [n] with Xn Y=@ and r> t. We define 
a subset H*(X) = {zi, . . . . z,} of Y as follows. Let z, be the element of Y 
satisfying 1 Y,,,, n Y/=1. Let Z,EY satisfy IY,,,,n(Y-{z,})(=l. In 
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general, having determined Z, , . . . . zhP , for 1 < h I t, we set z,? E Y, which 
satisfies )YVhzhn (Y- {zl, . . . . z,~ m1 })I = 1. Clearly, the set Hi,(X) is well 
defined. In particular, we have H y(X) = Y in the case 1x1 = 1 YI. In (3.2.1) 
let X= { 1,4} and Y= {2,6,7}. Then Hi,(X)= (2,6j. 
3.4. Assume X=(X,, X,.-i, . . . . X,) EV?,,,. Then the inserting algorithm 
for passing X to the Young tableau of qv,, parametrizing the left cell of y,, 
containing X is as follows (here X is regarded as an ST class of S,,). 
(a) Let Y”‘=X, 
(b) Recursively, suppose that we have inserted X,, X,, . . . . X, into m 
ordered columns Y(“‘) = ( Y, , Y2, . . . . Y,,,) such that IY,l> ... >lY,,l, and 
that I Y,I, . . . . I Y,l is a permutation of (X, 1, . . . . /.X’,,,I for some m, 1 I m < t. 
Now we insert the set X,, + , into Y(“‘) to get Ytrn + ‘) = ( Y; , . . . . Y:, + 1) as 
follows. 
(i) If IX ,,l+,12/Y,I, then let Y(m+‘)=(X,,,+,, Y ,,..., Y,,,). 
(ii) IfIX,~,+,I<lY,I,thenlet Y;=x,,+,u(Y,-H,,(X,+,))and 
insert Hr,(X,,, + , ) into ( Y?, . . . . Y,,) to obtain ( Y;, . . . . YL, + , ). 
(c) Let Y be the Young tableau corresponding to the tabloid Y(‘) in 
%?,, (see 2.9). 
Then Y is the resulting element of gfl under this algorithm. 
3.5. EXAMPLE. We apply the inserting algorithm on X= ((2, 8}, 
(3, 6, 7), {4}, {1, 5, 9})~%5, as below: 
({1,5,9})++({1,4,9}, {5>)~((3>6>7}, {1,4,9}, (5)) 
H ((2, 7, 8}, { 1, 3, 6}, {4>9j, (51,~ 
4. eI,,, PROCEDURE ON AN EXPRESSION IN $I$",,., 
4.1. Although the inserting algorithm is quite simple, it can be applied 
only to those elements of S??n whose corresponding sign types are Coxeter. 
The aim of the present paper is to construct an algorithm for passing from 
any element of %n to a Young tableau of ?/,, which parametrizes the left cell 
of T,, containing this element. Due to the inserting algorithm, we need only 
construct an algorithm for passing from any element of %n (or more 
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generally, of E&,) to a generalized tabloid in the left cell containing this 
element (note that a generalized tabloid is regarded as an ST class of TH), 
which is called the splitting algorithm on 2,, (or more generally, on 2>“,,,,). 
In constructing this algorithm, the E,;,,., procedure on an expression in %Y,,m 
and the $$,(i) operations on an element of Fn,,, are basic steps, which are 
defined later. 
4.2. For O-cm In, let FH,,,, be the set of all elements Z= [a,, . . . . amIn 
of zI,m such that ai+, <a,+, < ... <~,<a, +n<a,+n< ... <:a;+n for 
some i, 1 I i I n. We denote Ffi,,, simply by Fm. 
4.3. Recall the procedure for passing from an arbitrary element of 2,“,, to 
some element of & in the same left cell of %Y,,, which was described in 
terms of afine matrices (see [6, Sect. 9.2)). Subsequently we extend this 
procedure by passing from an arbitrary element of 5?‘,1,, to some element of 
9 ,I,m in the same left cell of 57,,,. 
Fix an expression Z = [a,, . . . . amIn E T”,,,. We may assume m 2 3 since 
otherwise the procedure would be trivial. 
(a) If a, < a2 < .. < a, then ZE e:;,,,, and so it has been done. 
Suppose*that is not the case. Let i > 1 be the smallest integer with ai < aiP r 
and let j, 1 I j< i, be the smallest integer with a, < e,. Now define an 
expression Z, = [a,,, a,,, . . . . a in21n which is obtained from the expression 
Z= [a,, . . . . amIn by moving the term aj to the position of aj and also by 
adding n on the term a, and then moving the resulting term to the right 
end of Z, i.e., Z,= [a ,,..., a,p,,a,,aj+,, . . . . a,+,,~~+,, . . . . a,,,aj+n],,. 
Clearly, Z, E T,,,, . 
(b) If a,, <a,,< ... <a,,, then our procedure ends and Z, E g,.;,., is 
a required element. Suppose that is not the case. Then the same procedure 
will be carried out on the expression Z, = [a,,, . . . . a,,,],, instead of 
Z= [a,, . . . . amIn to get Zz, Z,, Z,, in turn. It can be shown that this 
procedure will eventually end after a finite number of steps by a similar 
argument to that in the proof of [6, Lemma 9.2.11. 
The above procedure is called the El,,,-normalized procedure on an 
expression in z?,,,, (or the R,;,,, procedure on an expression in T,“,,., for 
short). 
4.4. Remark. (a) The resulting element of YH,, under the FU,m proce- 
dure on two different expressions of an element of 5Ym,,, may not be the 
same in general. 
(b) The procedure 4.3(a) for passing the expression Z to Z, is a 
basic step in the 5$?;,,, procedure on Z. In other words, the PH.,, procedure 
on Z is constructed by successively applying such a procedure on an 
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expression of Z. This procedure will also be basic in the procedure for 
passing any element of Fn,m to some generalized tabloid of %‘“,,, which is 
constructed later. We see that this procedure is actually a succession of left 
star operations (see 1.22). So it respects the left cells when it is applied on 
Tn., by Proposition 1.23. 
4.5. EXAMPLE. (a) Let Z= [7,9, 14, 3, 5, 2, 8, 11, 16, ~O],,E~,,,. By 
applying the p,O procedure on this expression, we get 
Zw [3, 9, 14, 5, 2, 8, 11, 16, 10, 17110 
t-+ [3, 5, 14, 2, 8, 11, 16, 10, 17, 191,” 
I--+ [2, 5, 14, 8, 11, 16, 10, 17, 19, 13],, 
t-+ [Z, 5, 8, 11, 16, 10, 17, 19, 13, 24-j,, 
t-+ [2, 5, 8, 10, 16, 17, 19, 13, 24, 21],, 
c* [2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 17, 19, 24, 21, 26],, 
w [2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 17, 19, 21, 26, 34],,=Z’. 
Hence we get Z’ E PI0 with Z’ -L Z. 
(b) Let Z= [ 14, 3, 5, 2, 8, 11, 16],,~ JY~~,,. We rewrite this as Z= 
[2, 8, 11, 16, 24, 13, 151 10 and apply the eO,, procedure on this expression 
to get 
ZH [2, 8, 11, 13, 24, 15, 26],,t+ [2, 8, 11, 13, 15, 26, 34],,=Z”. 
So Z” E ‘qO,, satisfies Z” -L Z. 
4.6. Remark. To shorten the &,, procedure we often choose an 
expression of Z, say Z= [a,, . . . . amIn, such that the length of the longest 
increasing subsequence of the sequence a,, a2, . . . . a, is as large as possible 
and also such that a, < a2, just as we did in Example 4.5(b). 
5. SEPARATED SUBSETS AND SEPARABLE ANTICHAINS 
From Sections 3 and 4, we see that to complete our construction of the 
algorithm for passing from any Z E zn to F(Z) E C?n (see 2.9), it remains to 
construct an algorithm for passing from any element of g” to some 
generalized tabloid of %$ in the same left cell of J?&. To this end, we need 
some more definitions and results, which are given in this section. 
Fix Z= [al, . . . . amIn E ZZ?,,,. Recall that Z may be regarded as a partially 
ordered set with underlying set {&,I 1 I Ir m} (see 1.7). 
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5.1. DEFINITION. A subset (G,IZEZ}, Zc [ml, of (the partially ordered 
set) 2 is said to be separated if for any j E I and k E [m] - Z, { tii, a, > forms 
a chain of Z. 
5.2. DEFINITION. An antichain D of Z is said to be separable if D 
satisfies the following two properties. 
(a) For any a ED and any antichain E of Z containing a, we have 
IDI 2 IEI. 
(b) Let D, = D,, u D,, and D,= D,, u Dz2 be two antichains of 2 
with D,, = D, n D and D2, = D2 n D. Then either D, u Dz, or D, u D,, is 
an antichain of 2. 
It is clear that any separated antichain of 2 is separable. 
5.3. Example. (a) Let Z= [lo, 11, 24, 8,9, 7, 2, 5, 3, 16],,~~i~. Then 
(2, 3, 5 >, { 1, 6, 7, 839, lo}, and 14) are three separated subsets of the 
partially ordered set Z. 
(b) Let Z = C-8, -5, -2, 0, 3, 7, 9, 11, 16, 24],, E T,O. Then 
(2, 5, 8, lo} is a separable antichain of Z. 
(c) An element ZE T,,,,, is contained in some Coxeter ST class if and 
only if all its maximal antichains are separated (see 2.5), where an 
antichain of 2 is maximal if it is not properly contained in any antichain 
of z. 
5.4. A separated subset of ZE z,,,, is said to be indecomposable if it is 
non-empty and is not a disjoint union of two proper separated subsets of 
Z; it is said to be decomposable otherwise. A non-empty separated subset 
E of Z is indecomposable if and only if for any two elements b, c E E, there 
exists a sequence of elements b, = 6, b,, . . . . 6, = c in E for some r 2 0 such 
that {b,_ r, bi} is an antichain of Z for every i, 1 I is r. It is also clear that 
any Z E -T,, ),, can be decomposed uniquely into a disjoint union of 
indecomposable separated subsets of Z. In Example 5.3(a), we have such a 
decomposition (2, 3, 5) u { 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) u (4) for ZE T12”,,. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. Given Z = [a,, . . . . amIn E z,, *, suppose that Z, = 
{ti,li~Z} andZ,= {tijlj~J} are two indecomposadle separated subsets of Z 
.for some Z, JC [ml. Suppose that 6, <z tik for some 1 E Z, k E J. Then 2, <= iii 
for any icZ, je J (see 1.7). 
Proof By the assertion of 5.4, it is enough to show the following two 
facts. 
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(a) If ai<, a, and if {ai, a,,} is an antichain of Z for i, ~‘EZ, jEJ, 
then ti,, <% tii. 
(b) If a, cz aj and if {a,, aj,} is an antichain of Z for FEZ, j, j’ EJ, 
then a,<. a,,. 
Now we show (a). Suppose that result (a) is not true. Then by the 
assumption that Z, and Z, are separated in Z, we have a, cz a,,. This, 
together with a, <, a,, implies a,<, a,,, by transitivity, which contradicts 
our assumption that {ai, ai,) is an antichain of Z. So a,, cz a,. 
The proof of (b) is entirely similar. 1 
5.6. Given Z = [u,, . . . . a,,,],, E TH,,?, and Z, Jc [m] with ZnJ=@, let 
Z,= {tilli~Z} and Z,= {5,(j~J}. Write Z,dzZ, if ti,&z, for any iEZ, 
jEJ, and write ZlcrZJ if ti,<,ti, for any iEZ, jEJ. 
By Proposition 5.5, we see that the set of all indecomposable separated 
subsets of Z is totally ordered under the relation dz. 
In Example 5.3(a), we have (2, 3, 5) cz { 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, lo} <c, {4}. 
On the other hand, the order 6z defined here coincides with that in 2.6 
when Z is in some Coxeter ST class of 3 ,,,,,,. 
Assume Z, <z Z,. Then a, - a, > 0 for any i E Z, j E J. Moreover, we have 
u, - a, > n in the case where ,j> i (see 1.7). Define an integer D,(Z,, Z,) = 
minja, - ai, a ,-u,-nli,l~Z, j,kEJ,,j<i,k>I$. Then D,(Z,,ZJ)>O, 
which is independent of the choice of an expression of Z and is only 
dependent on Z. 
5.7. LEMMA. Let Z= [a,, . . . . arnlrlE 2 ,,,,, 1. Let Z,c [m] and Z, = 
(~,l~q}, 1 -.i- < <t, satisfy that Ui=, I,= [m] and Z, -cz... caZ,. Then 
for any integer N > 0, there exists some element Z’ = [a’,, . . . . a:,],, E 2”*,, 
satisfying the following properties: 
(a) ,for lji,jlm, ti,dzii,oti,‘<,2i,!; 
(b) Ci;=ii,for 1 <IIm, 
(c) Z, cr. ... cr. Z, with min{o,.(Z,, Z,+,)l 1 Ij< t> 2 N. 
Proof: Write N=(q-l)n+r with q,rE?Y and 1 <rln. Let Z’= 
Cd , . . . . a:,,],, be defined 
a; = a, + jqn if ICI,, 1 <,jl 1. 
Then it is easily checked that Z’ is in T,:,.,, and satisfies all the required 
properties. 1 
Clearly, the elements Z, Z’ E z,:‘,,.,, in Lemma 5.7 determine the same sign 
type. 
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The following result enables us to reduce the calculation of the partition 
6(Z) for any Z E T,,,,., to lower rank cases in certain circumstances. 
5.8. LEMMA. Let Z= [a,, . . . . an,ln E SFR,,,. Let Z, = {j(r)1 1 I r I r,}, 
1 <jit, with j(l)< . . . < j(r,) and cj;.=, Z, = [m] (disjoint union). 
Assume that Z, = { a,1 1 E I,}, 1 5 j< t, are all separated subsets in Z. 
Let Z, = Caj,l,g .. . . a,,,J, E Tn.,, with 6(Z,)= {A,& ... &,,,}for l<j<r 
and let 6(Z)= {A, 2 ... >A,,). Then 2{, &, . . . . 2,, is a permutation of 
1 
j-11 > . . . . /I Ip,, 22, > . ..> &pz’ . ..> A,, , . ..> &II. 
ProoJ: Since all Z,,, 1 I j< t, are separated in Z, any antichain of Z 
must be contained in some Z,,. On the other hand, any antichain of Z in 
Zl, is also an antichain of Z, E T,,,, and vice versa (see 1.7). So our result 
follows by the definition of the map 6. 1 
Now we show a result concerning the behavior of two separated subsets 
of ZEzqm under certain transformations. 
5.9. LEMMA. In the setup of 5.6, assume Z, <= Z, with In J= @ and 
ZuJ=[m], where Z={i,/l<l<r,i,< ..‘<i,} and J={j,jl<l<t, 
j, < ... <j,). Let Z’ = [ai,, . . . . u,,, ai,, . . . . a,],, and Z” = [ai,, . . . . a,,, 
a /,, . . . . a,,],. Then both Z’ and Z” are elements of S?,,,,. We have ZwL Z’ 
and Z, <z. Z,. If D,(Z,, Z,) > n, then we also have Z mL Z” and 
z,czr. z,. 
Proof: It is obvious that Z’, Z”E TM,,,. Note that the partially ordered 
sets 2, Z’, and Z” have the same underlying set A4 = {csU,,l 1 I j I m>. 
According to the condition Z,cz Z,, we see that Z’ (resp. Z) is obtained 
from Z (resp. Z”) by a succession of LA4 operations with the length 
increasing at each step (see 1.15, 1.19). This implies by Lemma 1.16 that 
S(Z”) 2 6(Z) 2 S(Z’) and hence Z’dL ZdL Z”. We also see that for any 
antichain D of Z, either D n Z, or D n Z, must be empty by the condition 
Z, <z Z,, and so D is also an antichain of Z’. This implies 6(Z) = 6(Z’) 
and hence Z -L Z’. We see that each LM operation in the process from Z 
to Z’ (resp. from Z to Z”) transposes two neighboring terms, say a, a’, 
with I{a,a’}nZ,I=I{a,a’3nZ,l=l.ThisimpliesZ,<,,Z,bythecon- 
dition Z,cz Z,,. Now assume that D,(Z,, Z,) >n. Then the condition 
Z,-cz Z, also implies Z, cz:.. Z,. The assertion Z-, Z” follows by the 
result Z1cz,, ZJ and by the same argument as that for the assertion 
ZNLZ’. 1 
The above result can be extended to the more general case as below. 
5.10. COROLLARY. Given Z = [a,, . . . . a,,,]” E Tn,,,, suppose that the sets 
r,=(i,11111r(j),i,,< ... <i,r(,) f, 1 I j< t, sati.& the conditions that 
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[WZ]=~~=l Z, (diSjOi?Zt WZiOiZ) lHZdZ,<,..~ <zZl, where Zj={ii,IlEIj}, 
1 5 j <_ t. Let 2’ = [a,,,, .. . . a, ,,,, ) ai2, y. . . . a;2,,,2j, -.., a,,,, --, a ,,.,,, I and Z” = 
[a,,,, ...j a,,,,(,)> a,,_,,,, ...> ai,_,,,c,_,,, ...v a,,,> ‘..y ~rl,,cllln. “en ‘0th Z’ and Z” 
are elements of Tn.,,. We have Z’-LZ and Z,<,,-.. c~,Z~. If 
min{D,(Zi,Zi ,))l<iIt}>n, then we also have Z” -L Z and 
z, <z.. . <Z” 2,. 
Proof. By applying induction on t > 0, our result follows from Lemmas 
5.8 and 5.9. 1 
5.11. Suppose that for an expression Z = [aI, . . . . amIn E 2’,,,,, there exist 
a set of positive integers {ril 1 i i< t} with Cf= r ri = m such that 
Z[,<Z’.. czZI, for ZI,=={4C~=i+, , r.<l<xiCiri), 1 lilt. Clearly, 
we have Zj= Ca,~+,,~,+~,...,a,,~,l~~~,,~, for pi=C;=,+, y,, l~ilt, 
where we stipulate that pr = 0. 
The following result reveals some relation between the left cells of %,,n, 
and those of the Tfl,.,‘s, 1 5 i< t. 
5.12. THEOREM. In the setup of 5.11, suppose that Z,! = [a;,+, , a;, + 2, . . . . 
$7m,I,E%,r, =wIY z-l-,. Zi, 1 I i I t. Then there exists a set of integers 
{m,,IlSult) such that by defining a;‘=a;+m,n with p,<l~p,-,, 
1 I u 5 t, we have an element Z” = [a;, . . . . a:],, in 2”,,, with Z” NL Z and 
z,, <Z’. . . . cz.. Z,(. 
Proof: It is clear that the element Z” defined above is in z,,, for any 
set of integers m,, 1 < u I t. So we need only to choose integers m,,, 
1 lult, such that Z”mL Z and Z,, cz.. ... <z- Z,. 
It is known that for any two expressions B= [b,, . . . . h,], and C= 
[c,, . . . . c,],, of 2 ,,,, with B-, C, there exists a sequence of expressions 
B,= B= [b,, . . . . b,],, B,, . . . . B, = C= [c,, . . . . c,],, in 27 ,,,, n 6-‘(J(B)) with 
r 2 0 such that for every j, 1 < j < r, Bi is obtained from B,- , either by an 
LA4 operation or by a shifting of the expression B,- , Thus to show our 
result, it is enough to consider the following cases. Fix v E [t J. 
(a) For l<i<t, 
(a;, + 1, ..., &,) = 
i 
(0 p, + 1 )-., ap,-, 
(qbt2, . . . . a,,.-,! apt+, +n) 
if i#v, 
if i=v; 
(b) for 1 lilt, 
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(c) r,.22 and for 1 lilt, 
~(C%+~7-.4h ,ln)=~(C~,~+2,~,,+,,u,+, ,..., up,ml],~). (512.1) 
In case (a), we define 
h, = 
i 
u,+n if 1 lllp,,, 
a/ if p,.-CI<m. 
Then we make the following transformations on the expression Z= 
[a,, “‘, anrln: 
4% lb, + I > b, 1 . . . . b,, h,, + 2, . . . . b,,,],, 
6 C~I 3 -) b, 2 bpc + 2, . . . . b,,,, b,, + , + n],, 
A Cb I ) -3 bpt ) b,, + 2, . . . . b,, ~, , 6, + , + n, b,i ~, + 1 , . . . . b,H], 
= Cd + n, . . . . a;, + n, ub, + , , . . . . u;,~,, u;[ ~I + , , . . . . u;,,],,. 
(5.12.2) 
We take m,, 1 <u I t, such that 
1 if v < 2.4 I t, 
m,, = 1 0 if 1 5 u 5 v. 
Then the last expression of (512.2) is the expression Z” = [a;, . . . . u:,],~ 
defined in the theorem. By the condition Z,, cz. . . cz Z,, and the delini- 
tion of the b/‘s, we see that Z-sT q,(Z) and so Z-, q,(Z) by Proposi- 
tion 2.4(c); qj is only a shifting of an expression; and both cpz and (p4 are 
successions of LM operations, each of these LM operations transposes only 
such a pair of neighboring terms, say {b, b’}, that lb - b’l > n, and so ‘pz 
(resp. (p4) sends an element to the one having the same image under 6 by 
Lemma 1.16. This implies Z wL Z”. 
The proof for case (b) is similar to the above. In that case, we choose 
m,,, 1 I u I t, such that 
-1 if 1 I u < v, 
m,, = 0 if v I u I t. 
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In case (c), we take rn, = 0 for all U, 1 <U I t. Then by the conditions 
(5.12.1) and Z,, cz.. <z Z,! and by Lemma 5.8, we have 6(Z)=6(Z”). 
Clearly, Z” is obtained by applying an LA4 operation on Z. This also 
implies Z mL Z”. 
By the choice of the integers (m, 1 1 <: u < t} in all the above cases, it is 
obvious that Z,, cz.. . . cz.. Z,f. 1 
5.13. Theorem 5.12 can be extended to a more general case. Given any 
z= Cal, ‘.‘> %?I,~~~,,,, let Cm] = (J= L I, be a disjoint union of subsets 
Z,={i,,(l<IIr(j), Isi,,< ... <ij,l(,)lm}, llj<t, such that 
z,, < . . . < Z]( for z,,= {a,llEz,}, 1 I j< t. (5.13.1) 
z z 
Let zj = [a;,,, -., ai,,,c,, I,, 1 <j< t, which is in TOn,rcjJ. 
5.t4. THEOREM. In the setup of 5.13, suppose that Z; = [a;,, . . . . u:,,,(,Jn E 
3,,,,Cj, satisfy Z; -L Z,, 1 <jr t. Then there exists a set of integers 
(m,ll I u I t} such that Z” = [a:, . . . . a;], is in %,,,, with Z” mL 7 and 
z,, <Z.. . <z.. ZIr, wherea;‘=a;+m,nfor ICI,, 11ust. 
Prod Let B= [ai,,, .-) ~i,,~,,,~ airml,i, -., a ,,-,,,, -,), .-, a,,,, . . . . aiI,t,jln. Then 
by condition (5.13.1) and Corollary 5.10, we have Z mL B. Again by condi- 
tion (5.13.1) we have Z,, cB.. . cB Z,,. Hence by Theorem 5.12, we can 
find a set of integers {m: 1 1 I u 5 t} such that 
B’ = [hi,,, . . . . b:(,,,,, b:, ,,,> ...y b:+ I,,,, m,,’ ...) b:,,, ...’ b:,,,& 
is in T,,,,, with B’-, B and Z,,<,,... cB,Z,,, where b;=a;-tm:n for 
IEI,, l~u~t.Definem,=m~fuanda;‘=a;+m,n=b;+unforl~u~: 
and IE 1,. Let B” = [a::,, . . . . a;,,,,, a::_, ,, . . . . a::-, ,,,-, ), . . . . a:,, . . . . a:: ,,,Jn and 
Z” = [a;, . ..) a;],. Then both’ B” a&l Z” are in zn,,,. It is clear that 
B’ - s7 B” and hence B’ mL B” and Z,, < BSS . cB.. Z,. We also have 
B”N~ Z” and Z,, <z,. ... cz,, Z, by Corollary 5.10. So Z”kLZ. m 
5.15. In the setup of 5.13, let (X,,, ,.., X,,) be a generalized tabloid 
of %,A,) in the left cell of 9&,) containing Z,, 1 I j I t (here ‘+?n,r( jJ is 
regarded as the set of the Coxeter ST classes of JY,,~,~,). Then by 
Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 5.14, we see that the generalized tabloid 
(Xi,, . . . . Xlk,, X,, , . . . . XZkZ, . .. . X,, , . . . . Xlk,) is in %$, and is also in the left 
cell of 9n,, containing Z. Thus it is possible to reduce the algorithm for 
passing from Z E SYn,, to some element of %$,, which we construct, to 
lower rank cases if the partially ordered set 2 is decomposable (see 5.4). 
481 139<2-8 
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The next result shows that a certain separable antichain of ZE z”,,, can 
be transformed into a separated one with the resulting element of T,1,, 
being kept inside the left cell of TN,, containing Z. 
5.16. PROPOSITION. Let Z= [a,, . . . . arnln~5&,, I= {iI 1 lilr}, and 
J= {jjr-cjrt}f orsomer,t, l~r<tlm.AssumethatZ,={tij~i~I}and 
Z, = (ii, 1 jE J} satisfy Z, 6, Z, with Z, a separable antichain of Z. Define 
Z’ = Car, 1, . . . . at, a, > .. . . a,, a,, I, . . . . %I,,. 
Then Z’ is a well-defined element of SY,,, with S(Z’) = 6(Z) and Z’ N L Z. 
Proof It is obvious that Z’ is an element of %J,,,. According to the 
condition Z,<, Z,, we see that Z’ is obtained from Z by a succession of 
LM operations with the length increasing at each step (see 1.19). This 
implies by Lemma 1.16 that 6(Z’) I 6(Z) and Z’ 6, Z. Thus by 1.1(b) and 
Theorem 1.13, to complete our proof, it suffices to show 6(Z’) 2 6(Z). 
Let D = D, u . . . u D,, be an h-antichain family of Z. We first show that 
there exists an h-antichain family D’ = D’, u . . . u 0; of Z with ID’1 2 IDJ 
such that for every g, 1 I g< h, either DhnZ, or Dh nZ, is empty. Let 
M c [h] be the set of all indices u such that D,, = D, n Z, # $3. For u E A4, 
let D,, = D, - D,, . If [MI = 0, then D’ = D is as required. If IMI # 0, then 
by repeatedly using condition (b) for Z, being separable in Z (see 5.2), we 
can find D E A4 such that 
D,=D,,u 
i 1 
u D,, 
UEM 
u z L’ 
is an antichain of Z. Hence by condition (a) for Z, being separable in Z 
(see 5.2), we have ID,/ I IZ,I. Let 
Then D’ is an h-antichain family of Z satisfying all the required properties. 
Secondly, we assume that D = D, u . . u Dh is an h-antichain family of 
Z with D,, 15 t I h, antichains of Z such that either D, n Z, or D, n Z, is 
empty for each t, 1 I: t 5 h. Then by the previous discussion, we see that D 
is an h-antichain family of Z’. This implies 6(Z’) 2 S(Z). l 
5.17. EXAMPLE. Let ZE siO be as in Example 5.3(b). Let Z’= [3, 7, 9, 
11, 16, 24, -8, -5, -2, O]i,,~%i~. Then (2, 5, 8, lo} is a separable anti- 
chain of Z but it is a separated antichain of Z’. Clearly, 6(Z) = 6(Z’) = 
(42422). 
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5.18. From Proposition 5.16, we see that a certain separable antichain 
of ZEZH,, can be transformed into a separated one, with the resulting 
element kept in the left cell of T,,,, containing Z. Thus it is desirable to 
have a criterion for an antichain of a certain element of T,,,, to be separable. 
We conclude this section by giving such a criterion. 
5.19. Given Z= [a,, . . . . a,],, E Rz.,, with a, < . . . <a,, define d,(t), 
1 I Tim, to be the largest integer d such that (ii,\ t 2 I< t + d- 1) is 
an antichain of Z. We call the antichain { alI I 2 11 d,( I)} of Z the first 
maximal antichain of Z. 
5.20. THEOREM. Given Z = [a,, . . . . amIn E .F& with a, < . . < a,,,, !f 
d,(t) 5 d,( 1) ,for all t, 1 5 t 5 d,( 1 ), then Z has its first maximal antichain 
separable. 
Proof: Let D, = {a, / 1 < 15 d,( 1 )}. Suppose that D is an antichain of Z 
with D n D, # @. Let u be the smallest integer such that a,, E D n D, . Then 
D G (a,\ usI< u + d,(u) - 1) by the definition of the integer d,(u). So 
ID, I 2 j Dl by the condition d,(u) I d,( 1). This implies that D, satisfies 
condition (a) for an antichain of Z to be separable (see 5.2). 
Now let E, = El, v E,, and E2 = E,, v E,, be two antichains of Z with 
E,, = D, n E, and E,, = D, n E,. We must show that either E, u E,, or 
E2 u E,, is an antichain of Z. This is trivial when one of E,, and E,, is 
empty. Now assume that is not the case. Let u be the smallest integer with 
u 2 1 such that a,~ E,, u E,,. We may assume 2,~ E,, without loss of 
generality. Then it is clear that E, , E,, s (ti,l u I 1 I u + d,(u) - 1) by the 
definition of the integer d,(v). So E, v E,, is an antichain of Z and hence 
D, also satisfies condition (b) for an antichain of Z to be separable 
(see 5.2). Therefore, D, is separable in Z and our assertion follows. 1 
6. THE SEPARABLIZING PROCEDURE ON yn,,,, 
We have given a criterion for the first maximal antichain of an element 
of E7,m to be separable (see Theorem 5.20). In the present section, we con- 
struct the so called separablizing procedure for passing from any Z E e,“;,,, 
to some Z’ E e,“;,., with Z’ N L Z such that the first maximal antichain of Z’ 
is separable. To avoid the trivial case, we always assume that the length of 
the first maximal antichain of Z E Cel,,,, is less than m in this section. 
6.1. Given Z= [a, ,..., a,],,~%~,,, with a, < .I. <a, and a,+n<a,, 
define a set of integers {i, 10 I f I f + 13 for some t 2 0 such that 
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(a) i,= 1; 
(b) i,=i,-, +d,(i,-,) and i,_,lm for lll<t+l (see5.19). 
(c) i,+l=m+ 1. 
6.2. Suppose that Z’= [a;, . . . . akIn EP& is obtained from Z by 
applying the P&, procedure to the expression [a,, . . . . a,, a, + nln (see 4.3). 
Then it is easily checked that for 1 < I< m, 
a; = 
i 
4, 1 if I#ij-lforanyj,O<j<t+l; 
a,,-, +n if I=i,-lforsomej, O<jlt+l. 
Let Zk= {ti,lkIIIk+d,(k)- l} and Z;= {G;Ik<Isk+d,,(k)- l} 
for 1 I k I m. We consider the relation between the sets {Z, 1 I 5 k cm} 
and (Zb,jl<k’<m).Firsttaker, l<r~m,withr#i~foranyj,O<j51, 
and define u = max{j( ali < a,, 0 5 j< t}. We have d,(i,) -d,(r) 2 r - i, by 
the definition of dz (see 5.19). If d,(i,) -d,(r) = r - i,, then 
z:-,== (G,(r<I<r+d,(r)- l} u {aiu+n} =Z,u {<}. (6.2.1) 
If d,(i,) - d,(r) < r - i,, then 
z:-,= {ti,lrIIIr+d,(r)- 1, f#i,+,} u {a,+~} 
=Zru{a,~Ha,,,,). (6.2.2.) 
NOW take r = i, for some j, 0 < j 5 t. Then when d,(r) 2 2, we have 
Z~={~,~r+1~I~r+1+d,(r+1)-1,I#i,+,)u{a,~+n} 
= {cYIIrII<r+dz(r+ l), I#i,+,} 
2 {ti,lrII<r+d,(r)- 11 =Z,, (6.2.3) 
since d,(r + 1) 2 d,(r) - 1 and ii+ 1 = r + d,(r); when d,(r) = 1, we have 
Z:= {c5,l~,-((a~+n)<n, i,<fsm) u {a,,+n} 
3 {q} = z,. (6.2.4) 
The following result is immediate from (6.2.1)-(6.2.4). 
6.3. LEMMA. In the se&p of 6.2, we have (Z,( ~max{lZ: IIr lZ:I} for 
any r, 1 5 r 5 m, with the convention that Zb = @. 
6.4. Given Z = [a,, .,., a,,,]* E 3$, with a, < . . . < a, and m 2 3, we 
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recursively define a sequence of elements Z,, Z,, Z,, . . . in Fn,, with Zi = 
[Ia II, . . . . aimIn and ai, < . . . < arm for i 2 0 such that 
(a) aoj=aj for 15 j<m (thus Z,=Z). 
(b) Zi is obtained from Z,- I by applying the F*,, procedure to the 
expression [a,- 1,2, . . . . aip I,,n, a,+ ,,1 + n],. 
By Remark 4.4(b) and Proposition 1.23, we have 
h(Z) = W,) and ZwLZi for all i 2 0. (6.4.1) 
6.5. THEOREM. In the setup of 6.4, suppose that d,(r) 2 d,(t) for some 
fixed r E [m] and all t E [r]. Then there exists some i 2 0 with d,( 1) 2 
&(r). 
We need the following result in order to prove Theorem 6.5, 
6.6. LEMMA. In the setup of 6.4, suppose that d,(r) > d,(t) for some 
fixed rE[m] and all tE[r-11. Zf r > 1, then there exists some i 2 1 with 
4-,(r)IdZ,(r- 1). 
6.7. Now we show Theorem 6.5 by assuming Lemma 6.6. We argue by 
induction on r 2 1. There is nothing to do in the case r = 1. Now assume 
r > 1. We may assume d,(r) > d,(t) for all t E [r - 1 ] since otherwise the 
inductive hypothesis could be applied to show our result. By Lemma 6.3, 
we have 
dZ,-,(r)~maxldz,(r- 11, d,,(r)) for all jr 1. (6.7.1) 
By Lemma 6.6, we may take i> 1 the smallest possible with d,,-,(r) 5 
d,,(r- 1). Then by 6.4(a), (b) and (6.7.1), we have d,(r)=d,,(r)< 
d,,(r)< ..I <d,,-,(r)<d,,(r- 1). So there exists some r’E [r- l] with 
d, (r’) 2 d,(r) and d,,(r’) 2 d,,(t) for all t E [r’]. Thus our result follows by 
applying the inductive hypothesis on Z,. 
6.8. It remains to show Lemma 6.6. Suppose the contrary. Then 
d,-,(r) > d,,(r - 1) for all i> 1. So by Lemma 6.3 and 6.4(a), (b), we have 
d,(r) = d,,(r) I d,,(r) 2 . . < d,(r) 5 m for all i 2 0. We may assume 
dzg (r) = d,(r) = k for some k I m and all i 2 0 by replacing Z by some Z, 
with 1 large enough if necessary. But by the discussion in 6.2, we see that 
a r,/+ 1 if ril<r+k-2, 
ai+ 1./= a, + n if l==r+k- 1, 
(6.8.1) 
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and 
ai,rplcai+l,r-l<air. 
It follows that 
Ui+ k,l =a,+?2 for rlllr+k--1 
and 
(6.8.2) 
(6.8.3) 
=“i+kp2,r+l= ... =“,r+k-l < Qrr + 4 (6.8.4) 
where all the a,+,,,_,, 1 <I<k, are in the set {a,(1 ~l<r} by detailed 
analysis of the FN,, procedure. Let us consider the difference 
ui+k,r-“i+k,r-l. If there exist two integers 1, I’ with 1 I 1 <I’ I k and 
ai+,,~,=ui+,.,-,, then 
~i+/~,r- 1 ~i+/,,-l=P for some q > 0 (6.8.5) 
by (6.8.4) and so 
ui+k,r -“i+k,r--l=(a,,+n)-Ua,,-,-(u,+k,, I-Q,~~I) (by (6.8.3)) 
<(“i~+n)-ui,~-,-(ui+,‘.~-~-ua,+,,~~,) (by (6.8.4)) 
d(Uf~+n)-Uj,,-I-?l (by (6.8.5)) 
=urr-ui,r-,. (6.8.6) 
If a r+l.r-I Za,+r,r-, for all I # 1’ with 1 5 1, 1’ I k, then it is easily seen 
from (6.8.4) that Y > k and 
Let Z,,rP, = [a,,, . . . . u~,~-~]~, i20, which are in Fn,rP,. Then for every 
i 2 1, Z,,,-, is obtained from Z;_ I.r-I by applying the Pn,,-, procedure to 
the expression [uiP L,2r a,_ 1,3, . . . . uiP I,r i, uiP L,l + nlrz. So we have 
&Zo,,-,)=d(Z,,, -1)=&Z,,,-,)= ... =h(Zi,,-l) (6.8.8) 
for all i 2 0. Denote this common partition of r - 1 by {7,2 72 2 . . . }. 
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Then rl < k by our hypothesis. This implies that { Q~+~,~- ,( 1 5 / 5 k} is not 
an antichain of Zi+ k,rP,. So 
a rfk.r I -a!+k.rpk>n. (6.8.9) 
This again implies that 
~i+k,r-~i+k,r-1=(~i,+n)--a,,,~,-(~,+k,,~,--a,,~~,) 
(by (6.8.3)) 
<(U,r+n)-u;,r-l -t”i+k,r-1 -%+k,r--k) 
(by (6.8.4) and (6.8.7)) 
<(Ui,+n)-U;,,p, -n (by (6.8.9)) 
=urr-ui,r-,. (6.X.10) 
Therefore by (6.8.6) and (6.8.10), we always have 
U r+k.r -ai+k,r--j <L7ir-U;rp,. (6.8.11) 
By replacing i by i + k, i -t 2k, . . . in (6.8.11), respectively, we get 
uir-“a,,r-l ‘ai+k,r --a r+k.r-I’a,+2k.r-U,+2k.r~I> .... (6.8.12) 
But on the other hand, we have ui, - u,,,_ , > 0 for any jk 0, which 
contradicts (6.8.12). So Lemma 6.6 is proved. 
6.9. REMARK. (a) In the setup of 6.4, we call the procedure for passing 
zi to zi+ 1, i 2 0, an R( 1) operation on Z,. Thus the procedure for passing 
Z, to Z, is a succession of 9( 1) operations on Z,. Let ZE Ffl,m with 
d(Z) = {PI 2 P2 2 ... 3. By Theorem 6.5, we can apply a succession of 
P( 1) operations on Z to get some Zj E F& with Zj - L Z such that the first 
maximal antichain of Z, is separable with d, (1) = pl. 
(b) The above procedure for passing Z to Zj in R,,, with the first 
maximal antichain of Z, separable may be quite long. To shorten this 
procedure, we may define some more general operations, called P(k) 
operations, 1 I k I m - 2, on Z E RI,,,, by replacing 6.4(b) by (b’) as below 
in the definition of F( 1) operations on Z (see 6.4). 
(b’) Zj is obtained from Zi_, by applying the Ffl,, procedure to the 
expression [Iui ~L&+l, . . . . u,+l,,t,uj 1.1 fn, . . . . ui-l.k+n],. 
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6.10. THEOREM. Let Z= [a,, . . . . arn],,~9&, with a, < ... <a, and let 
Z’ E 9”,, he obtained from Z by an F(r- 1) operation on Z with 
1 <r<d,(l). Then d,,(l)>d,(r). 
ProojI By the condition 1 < r I d,(l), Z’ has an expression Z’ = 
C4 1 ..., &In satisfying the inequality a; = a, < a; < a; < . . . < a;. It is 
easily seen that 
a;Ia,+,--, for any 1, 1 < 1 I d,(r). 
This implies that 
O<a;-aa;Ia,+,-,-aa,<n for 1 </<d,(r). 
So {G/l 1 </<d,(r)} is an antichain of Z’ and our result follows. 1 
6.11. REMARK. By Theorem 6.10, one can increase the length of the first 
maximal antichain of Z E &,, by applying an F(k) operation on Z for 
some k, 1 I k < d,(l), in the case where this antichain is not separable 
in Z. For, in this case, by Theorem 5.20, there must exist some r, 
1 < r I d,( 1 ), with d,(r) > d,( 1). Let Z’ be obtained by applying an 
F(r - 1) operation on Z. Then d,,( 1) 2 d,(r) > d,(l). Since 6(Z’) =6(Z), 
one can make the first maximal antichain of the resulting element separable 
by a succession of F(k) operations on Z with k variant. To shorten our 
procedure, we may choose 
r=min{lldz(l)=max{d,(j)(l<j<d,(l)}) 
in applying an F(r - 1) operation on Z. 
6.12. For any ZEP&, we can construct a sequence of elements Z, = 
Z, Z,, . . . . Z, in gn,, with r 2 0 such that 
(a) For every i, 1 I i I r, Zj is obtained by applying an R(k, - 1) 
operation on Z,+ i with 
ki=min{lld,~-,(l)=max{d,~~,(j)I 1 ~~~&-,(l)~~. 
(b) The first maximal antichain of Zj is not separable for 0 < i < r. 
(c) The first maximal antichain of Z, is separable. 
The procedure for passing Z to Z, is called the separablizing procedure 
on Z. This procedure is applicable on any element of FM,,,. 
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6.13. EXAMPLE. Let Z= [I, 3, 5, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24],,~$~. 
(a) We apply a succession of p( 1) operations on Z to get an 
element Z’ E fi,, with its first maximal antichain separable: 
ZH [3, 5, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26],, 
H [S, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 27]i,, 
t--+ [lo, 11, 13, 15, 19, 22,24, 26, 27, 28],0 
H [ll, 13, 15, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27,28, 32],, 
w [13, 15, 19, 20,21, 26, 27, 28, 32, 34],, 
t-+ [15, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 28, 32, 34, 36],, 
t-+ [ 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 28, 32, 34, 36, 37],,, = Z’. 
(b) By applying the separablizing procedure on Z, we get 
ZH [lo, 11, 13, 15, 19, 22, 24,26, 27,28],, 
i-+ [ 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 28, 32, 34, 36, 371 1o = Z”. 
In both (a) and (b), we get the same resulting element Z’ = Z” with its first 
maximal antichain (9, 10, 1, 3, 5, 8 > separable. We see that procedure (b) is 
much shorter than procedure (a). Note that the resulting elements for these 
two procedures may not be the same in general. 
7. THE SPLITTING ALGORITHM ON .ZH,, 
7.1. By Theorems 5.14, 6.10, and Proposition 5.16, we are now ready to 
construct the algorithm for passing from an arbitrary element of Tn,,, to 
some generalized tabloid of %$,, in the same left cell of T,,,. (Note that 
q,,,,, is regarded as the set of all Coxeter ST classes of zn,,.) This algo- 
rithm can be stated by recurrence on m > 0 as follows. 
Given Z= [a ,,..., u~]~E~,,,,, we denote the resulting generalized 
tabloid of %Y,,, under this algorithm by X(Z). 
(a) If m = 1, 2, then Z is contained in some Coxeter ST class of Yn,,, 
and so X(Z) = <(c(Z)) (see 2.2, 2.8). 
(b) From now on, we assume m 2 3. Suppose that the partially 
ordered set Z can be decomposed into a disjoint union of indecomposable 
separated subsets Z,, llilt, with t>l such that Z,,cz... czZ,,, 
where I,={i(f)Il<lir,} satisfies Isi( ... <i(r,)<m, and Z,,= 
{ti,If~l~} for 1 lilt (see 5.4, 5.6). Let Z,= [a,(,), . . . . a,,,,],, 1 I is t, 
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which is in T”,,,. Let (X,, , . . . . X,, p,) be a generalized tabloid of V,,,, obtained 
from Zi by this algorithm. Then X(Z) = (X,, , . . . . X,,,,, X,,, . . . . X2,pz, . . . . 
X,, , . . . . X, p,) is a generalized tabloid obtained from Z by this algorithm. 
(c) If Z is indecomposable, then we apply the e!,, procedure on an 
expression of Z to get Z, E F& with Z, -L Z (see 4.3). 
(d) By applying the separablizing procedure on Z,, we get an 
element Z, = [a,,, . . . . alnlln~$$, with Z, mL Z, and a,, < ... <a,, such 
that the first maximal antichain of Z, is separable (see 6.12). 
(e) Let X,=(Gll<l<d,,(l)}. If d=,(l)=m, then X(Z)=(X,). 
Now assume k=d,,(l)<m. Let Z;= [a,.,,,,~,,,,,, . . . . a,,],,. Then 
z; EK,t?-k. By recurrence, we may get X(Z;) = (X,, . . . . X,) E GF?,,~-~ by 
this algorithm. Then X(Z) = (X,, . . . . X,). 
The above algorithm for passing ZE y”,,m to X(Z) E%$,, is called the 
splitting algorithm on z,:,,,. 
7.2. Recall the map F: Tn -+ Y,, defined in 2.9. Then T(Z) E %,, can be 
obtained from ZE T,,, just by applying the splitting algorithm on Z 
followed by the inserting algorithm on X(Z) (see 3.4). 
7.3. Recall the subset YH of $Y,, (=&) mentioned at the beginning of the 
present paper. Yn is the set of all elements of 3” each of which has an 
expression [a,, . . . . anIn with the property 
i$,ai=,g, i and 1 <a,<~ forallj, 1 <j<n. (7.3.1) 
An expression [al, . . . . a,,], of Z E Yn with property (7.3.1) is called the 
special expression of Z. Suppose that Z’ = [a;, . . . . a:],, is an expression in 
pH with a’, < < ai, and 1 I a; I n which is obtained by applying the FH 
procedure to the special expression [a,, . . . . anIn of ZERO,,. Let 6(Z)= 
(PI2 ... 2~~). Define a set of integers (i,]l~llt+l) for some t>O 
such that 
(a) i,=l; 
(b) i,=i,-,+d,.(i,_,)andi,-,<nfor l<l<t+l (see5.19); 
(c) i,,,=n+l. 
Let X,= {GjIi,Ij<i,+, , } 1 I 15 t. Then by detailed analysis of the E, 
procedure on a special expression in Yn, we see that t = k, IA’,1 = ,u,, 
l<l<k, and that (f-l)n<a~,<u:,+,< ... <a:.,+,p,<ln for l<l<k. 
This implies that for 1 I 1 I k, X, is the first maximal antichain of [a;,, 
a:,+ 1, .‘., uLlnER.n+l-i, which is separable. So by Theorem 5.14 and 
Proposition 5.16, we see that X, is exactly the set of all numbers in the Ith 
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row of F(Z) for 1 I 1 <k. We also see that F(Z) is a standard Young 
tableau and that the Fn procedure on a special expression in yH is essen- 
tially the Robinson-Schensted algorithm on the corresponding element of 
the symmetric group S,. 
For example, by applying the P, procedure on the expression Z= [2,7, 
1, 5, 3,6, 417~EC?,, we get 
Z-Cl, 7, 5, 3, 6,4, 2+7], 
~[1,5,3,6,4,2+7,7+7], 
t-+ Cl, 3, 6,4,2+7, 7+7, 5+7], 
++[1,3,4,2+7,7+7,5+7,6+7], 
~[1,3,4,2+7,5+7,6+7,7+7~2],. 
SO 
7.4. The resulting generalized tabloid X(Z) of the splitting algorithm 
may not be uniquely determined by ZE Tn.,,. But this is of no disadvan- 
tage for our purpose. By Theorem 6.5, one can even make X(Z) a tabloid 
by replacing 7.1(d) by (d’) as below in the definition of the splitting 
algorithm on Z E %,,,,. 
(d’) Apply a succession of $$,( 1) operations on Z, to get an element 
Z, = [a,,, . . . . alm],,~~& with Z, mL Z, and a,, < ... <a,, such that the 
length of the first maximal antichain of Z, is equal to p,, where 6(Z) = 
{p, 2 ... }. 
Note that in (d’), the first maximal antichain of Z, is automatically 
separable by Theorem 5.20. Thus one can get F(Z) E $V,, from Z E Tn by 
only applying this new splitting algorithm under the identification of @,, 
with ??*. In other words, the new splitting algorithm may save our applying 
the inserting algorithm to %?,,. But in most cases, procedure (d’) above is 
much longer than procedure 7.1(d), and the inserting algorithm on %‘,, is 
relatively simpler. So in practice, the original splitting algorithm rather 
than the new one is preferred. 
7.5. In the definition of the splitting algorithm on z,,,, proce- 
dure 7.1(b) is not essential. In other words, this algorithm still works 
without procedure 7.1(b) and without the assumption that Z is indecom- 
posable in 7.1(c). But procedure 7.1(b) is very useful in practice for 
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shortening the procedure in applying this algorithm. Moreover, one may 
have many chances to return to case 7.1(b) in the process of applying 
7.1(c), (d), and (e). Do not miss such chances, since they may shorten the 
procedure in most cases. On the other hand, one may also have a chance 
to shorten the procedure in applying 7.1(c) (see Remark 4.6). 
7.6. EXAMPLE. Let Z= [lo, 11, 24, 8, 9, 7, 2, 5, 3, 16],,~~,“,,. Then 
(2, 3, S} cz { 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, lo} cz (4). By applying the splitting algorithm 
on Z, = CT 5, 31,,, Z,= [lo, 11, 8,9, 7, 16],,, and Z,= [24],,, we get 
ZI++ C2,3,151,,++({2~ 31, {5}), 
Z, = [S, 9, 7, 16, 20, 21],, 
H C7, 9, 16, 18, 21, 301,,++ ({7,9, 6}, (8, I>, {lo}), 
z,- (14)). 
So JW)= ({2,3}, (51, (7,9,6}, {8,1>, {lo), 14)). Then by applying the 
inserting algorithm on X(Z), we obtain 
2 3 9 
5 7 
T(Z)= F ; 6 
10 
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